Abstract: This paper reviews the problems associated to the presence of gross errors in data reconciliation problems as well as the main approaches to avoid their undesirable effects: detection and removal of the faulty measurements and minimization of their effect on the reconciled results by using robust estimators that modify the cost function. In the first case, Principal Component Analysis is used to detect the gross errors while, in the second, the Fair function is used. A combined approach is also presented that improves the PCA results. The methods are evaluated in a realistic large-scale problem with plant data corresponding to the hydrogen network of a petrol refinery.
INTRODUCTION
The use of reliable information in the process industry is becoming an important issue, as more and more systems are based on models and data for making or supporting decisions instead of relying on the experience of the personnel. These decisions are related to different application fields, ranging from process monitoring to unit revamping or operation optimization. The reliability of many of these systems is directly linked to the quality of the process measurements they receive. It is well known that instruments are often affected by noise or small biases that downgrade the quality of the measurements. In addition, disturbances of a different nature act continuously on the processes, so that what we measure does not always correspond to the conditions required for the specific application under consideration. In particular, registered data may not be consistent with the physical laws that we know must be satisfied, such as mass or energy balances. In these cases, data reconciliation is becoming increasingly popular for obtaining a set of data consistent with the subjacent models, and as close as possible to the measurements.
Given the N measurements y mi , corresponding to a subset of process variables, and the model f(y,x,p) = 0, with p a set of parameters, and x the process variables, data reconciliation look for estimations of y and x (and possibly p) that minimize the cost function J, the sum of square errors between the measurements and the corresponding model variables, and satisfy the model equations as well as, possibly, a set of additional inequality constraints. The problem can be summarized as: Typical applications of data reconciliation are, for instance, RTO and KPI estimation. In the former, it is used to update the process model before its use in another optimization problem that looks for the best (economic) operating point of the plant. In the second case, a set of production indicators is computed from the reconciled data, avoiding inconsistent information that could lead to wrong indicators.
Sensible solutions to problem (1) require a certain degree of redundancy in the measurements. If the errors in the measurements are normally distributed around their true values, the data reconciliation approach is able to provide the best set of estimations coherent with the model. Nevertheless, from time to time, certain measurements may be affected by sudden large disturbances (outliers) or systematic significant bias that distorts the solution, thus spreading the error throughout the rest of the variables, creating a smearing effect. These measurements are called gross errors and their detection and treatment is crucial for obtaining good variable and parameter estimations. If the distribution of the measurement errors is non-Gaussian, as will happen if gross errors are present, the LS or WLS estimations may give incorrect results, as they are not robust against deviations from the assumed Gaussian distribution.
There are several approaches for dealing with gross errors in the literature, but only a few of them are practical for industrial use. In this paper, two main policies have been studied and compared. The first one is oriented towards detecting the variables that present gross errors, which can be subsequently eliminated from the measurement set and the data reconciliation problem (1), repeating it later on with the new gross-error-free set of measurements in a cyclic procedure until no more gross errors are detected, as in Fig.1 . The second policy aims not to detect and remove variables with gross errors, but to mitigate their effect by using novel cost functions that reduce the weight of variables with large errors, called robust estimators.
Representative methods of these approaches have been selected and compared in a realistic industrial case study corresponding to the data reconciliation of the measurements of a large scale hydrogen distribution network of a petrol refinery, showing what can be achieved in these types of problems. In addition, a new mixed approach is presented that improves previous results obtained with PCA tools.
The paper is organized as follows: after the introduction, the methods corresponding to the two policies and the mixed method are explained in section two. Section three describes the hydrogen network case study and the data reconciliation problem. Finally, section four presents the results and discusses them. The paper ends with some conclusions and references.
GROSS ERROR MANAGEMENT
As mentioned above, two different approaches have been considered to deal with the problem of gross errors in data reconciliation, in addition to a new mixed one. All of them will be summarized briefly in this section.
PCA Test for Residuals of non-Linear Data Reconciliation
The first approach uses the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique to detect gross errors and to identify the process variables which are the roots of that error.
The typical assumption made in data reconciliation is that the measurement errors are independent, zero mean and normally distributed, so the measurement model is:
( 1) where  i is the true value of the measured variables, i=1,…,m, and  i is the random error. In the absence of gross errors, the expected value of the residuals (r i = y m,i -y i ), i.e., the difference between the measured and the reconciled values, is zero. When gross errors such as sensor biases and process leaks exit, the model becomes:
and the residuals are no longer zero-mean. So, in order to know if there are biases in the measurements, the residuals, also called the measurement adjustments, r i , have to be analyzed. In this paper, this residuals vector is analyzed by the PCA technique (Tong and Crowe, 1995) .
To implement the PCA model, it is first necessary to calculate the covariance matrix of the residuals: H r and perform the singular value decomposition on H r :
where  r is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of H r in descendent order ( 1   2  ,… m ), and the columns of U r are their corresponding orthonormalized eigenvectors. The principal components, t r , of the residuals vector can be calculated as:
with W r = U r  r -1/2 . So, the set of correlated variables, r, is transformed into a new set of uncorrelated variables, t r .
On the other hand, the original variables, the residuals (r), can be built from their principal components when all the principal components are retained, but if only 'k'<m components are retained, corresponding to the 'k' biggest eigenvalues of H r , then the residuals are calculated as: (6) i.e., the residuals can be decomposed into the contributions from the principal components, r m, and the residuals of the principal components that take into account the information contained in the discarded eigenvalues: e = r -r m .
Principal component test
The traditional chi-square collective test,  k 2 , is carried out with the principal components retained:
which can be tested against a threshold value to detect gross errors. Now, once an error is detected, it is possible to identify the residuals, i.e., the variables that most contribute to this error. The contribution of each residual, r j, to each principal component, t r,i , can be calculated as:
Define g = (g 1 , g 2 ,…,g m ) T , and let g' be the same as g, but sorted in descending order of their absolute values. The contributions are dominated by the first few elements, so the number of variables, K 1 , which most contribute to the increased value of the chi-square test can be set as (Tong and Crowe, 1995) :
where  1 is a prescribed tolerance. The number of contributors (K 1 ) will decrease when the value of  1 increase. Also, another possibility to calculate the contribution of the IFAC ADCHEM 2015 June 7-10, 2015 variables to the gross error detected is to carry out a contribution analysis (Kourty and McGregor, 1996) .
In order to take into account the residuals of the principal components, i.e., the discarded information, another statistical test can be carried out, the Q statistic defined as:
This statistic can also be compared with a threshold to detect errors. Both statistics are complementary in so far as the former examines the retained and the latter the discarded principal components, respectively. Now, in order to know the number of residuals that most contribute to the increase of the Q statistic, the quantity f is defined as: f = r -r m , and f' is the same as f, but its elements are sorted in descending order, based on their absolute values. The number of variables K 2 which most contribute to Q can be calculated as:
where, as before,  2 is a prescribed tolerance. The classical contribution analysis can also be carried out for the Q statistics to get another idea of the variables that most contribute to that the Q statistics detects the error .
Robust estimators
An alternative to the use of iterative gross error detection and elimination methods is the use of robust estimators that are insensitive to deviations from ideal Gaussian distributions, and which tend to look at the bulk of measurements and limit the weight of variables affected by gross errors (Arora and Biegler, 2001 ). In contrast with WLS estimators, which give quadratic importance to the errors, the robust estimators limit their contribution to the cost function when the error is too large, as represented in Fig.2 , where the Least Squares function is represented in addition to the Fair and Welsch ones, used in robust estimators.
In this way, the effect of the gross error is attenuated and the optimizer does not try to distribute the error among all the variables in order to avoid the high penalty imposed by a quadratic cost. In this approach, the gross errors are not detected and eliminated; instead, they remain in the data set, but their effect on the solution is reduced, thus avoiding the propagation of the error to other instruments. Notice that this approach, in addition to improving the data reconciliation, also facilitates the identification of faulty instruments, as they tend to concentrate the error.
The robustness of an ML-estimator against deviations from non-Gaussianity is measured by the influence function, which is proportional to the first derivative of the estimator. The estimator is robust if the influence function is bounded as the residuals go to infinity. In particular, the LS estimator is not robust as its influence function is given by: There are many robust estimators proposed in the literature, e.g., the Redescending, Welsch, etc. Among them, the Fair function has been chosen in this study because it is a compromise between the complexity and discontinuous nature of the Redescending estimator and the maintenance of the shape of the WLS (Nicholson et al, 2014) .
The Fair estimator uses the expression: 
which fulfils the robustness property.
Hybrid detection
The ability of the robust estimators to concentrate the errors in the faulty variables, avoiding spreading them among the whole set of variables, can help the detection task performed by the PCA based test. Because of this, a hybrid approach is proposed that uses robust estimators inside the reconciliation steps of the PCA test, thus improving its performance, i.e., the residuals, r, which are used to perform the PCA method, are calculated as the difference between the measured data and the reconciled values using the robust estimator.
HYDROGEN NETWORK
Hydrogen has become a key utility in petrol refineries, being used in many processes, mainly in hydrocarbon desulphurization operations and in conversion units. Typically, hydrogen networks involve three types of plants: hydrogen producers, hydrogen consumers and platformers, which consume hydrogen but generate more as a by-product. They are interconnected by a complex network of gas pipes connecting generators and consumers operating at different pressures and purities. The purpose of the network is to supply the required flows of hydrogen to the consumer plants. This is important, not only from the point of view of the operation of the plants, but also in order to protect the life of the expensive catalysts used in the reactors, which need to guarantee minimum hydrogen to hydrocarbon ratios. Fig. 3 represents the main components of the one that was selected as case study, which links sixteen plants. Colors distinguish producers, consumer and platformer plants. One of the main problems concerning the proper management of the hydrogen network is related to the reliability of the mass flow measurements, which suffer an inherent uncertainty due to the variable molecular weight. Hydrogen streams always have a certain proportion of impurities, light gases that have a very large molecular weight compared with that of hydrogen, which is only two. As a result, small variations in the composition of the impurities create large changes in the molecular weight of the stream, and hence in the mass flows. Hydrogen is measured with volumetric transmitters and then converted to Nm 3 /h, according to the actual temperature, pressure and composition of the current; but without precise knowledge of this composition, the compensation made is only an approximation to reality. In the same way, hydrogen purity is measured only in a few points, so that, if decisions have to be made about the optimal hydrogen distribution, an estimation of the actual flows and purities must be made in advance.
For this purpose, a data reconciliation system has been implemented for estimating consistent values of all relevant variables in the network from current measurements. The approach assumes that physical laws, such as mass balances, etc., must be satisfied exactly. All nodes in the complete hydrogen network are modeled by mass balances in terms of purity, molecular weight and flow for every stream. Denoting F for flows, MW for molecular weight and X for purity of H 2 , the equations at a node will be described by:
All flows F are measured as normal ones (Nm3/h), at normal conditions of temperature and pressure. Each stream j is an ideal mixture of hydrogen (MW H2 = 2 g/mol) and impurities with a generic molecular weight MW j I such that:
The data reconciliation is then formulated as a non-linear programming problem that finds the values of the model variables which minimize a cost function that in turn penalizes deviations from the measured values (Sarabia et al, 2012) :
Here,  is the compensation factor, T refers to temperature and P to pressure, with the sub-index d to denote design values, w is a weighting factor, and  2 is the variance of the measured variable used to normalize terms and to reflect the confidence in the measurement. The values of w can be adjusted as a function of the measured variable's reliability.
The role of  is to decompensate the model variables F, so they can be compared with the measured values F med .
Besides the mass balances in the nodes (16), (17), additional balance equations are included to compute the hydrogen consumed in the reactors and the light gases production. In the same way, another set of equations takes into account the relation between the variables of the separation units that recuperate hydrogen with the purpose of recycling it. These include flash separations at different pressures, where light gases are removed from the hydrocarbon solutions, where solubility equilibriums are formulated, and membranes that separate hydrogen from the other gases.
In addition, a set of constraints is included that force the model variables to be within a range of the measured values calculated as a percentage of the sensors' span:
as well as other constraints particular to certain types of equipment. In order to guarantee a feasible solution in spite of instrumentation faults, a set of slack variables are added to the inequality equations. These variables squared are also added to the cost function with a large weight.
GROSS ERROR DETECTION IN THE H2 NETWORK
A data reconciliation system has been implemented composed of two modules: one connected to the process SCADA that performs the tasks of preliminary data treatment and human interface, and another module that solves the optimization problem implemented in GAMS. In spite of good general performance, the solution of the data reconciliation problem is affected by faulty instruments, creating bias in the variables estimation. In order to avoid this, the abovementioned methods for gross error management have been incorporated to the data reconciliation system and a specific test has been designed for evaluating them.
Principal Component test
Before applying this test, it is necessary to generate a 'base case' for comparison with actual data, i.e., it is necessary to get data from the real plant in normal operation conditions without any bias in the measurements, reconcile this data set, calculate the residuals as the difference between the measurement and the reconciled values, and calculate the test statistics,  2 and Q, with their respective thresholds.
This 'base case' can be acquired in two ways. The first one is to develop a model to describe the physical system, adding Gaussian noise to the calculated measurements; the other approach is to get normal data from the plant. In this work, as the H 2 network is rather complex, non-linear, with so many units and variables, the best solution is to collect data from the plant and suppose that this situation is the normal one, and then try to detect gross error from this normal situation.
Once a 'base case' is obtained, the actual data is collected from the plant, reconciled and the test statistics calculated, and if one of the statistics exceeds its respective threshold, a gross error is detected. Now, in order to know where the measurement error is, the contribution analysis and equations (9) and (11) are carried out, which give the variables that most contribute to the gross error detected.
So, in this example, a data set is first collected from the real plant, on a day when the plant is working in good conditions. Then, a Gaussian noise is added to the collected data to generate a more complete data set in order to calculate the H r matrix. The number of variables collected from the plant was 190, 171 flows and 19 purities of H 2 in the pipes. This data set is reconciled, using the non-linear least square problem presented in section 3, to obtain the residuals and the H r matrix used as 'base case'.
Some examples are now carried out, artificially adding a bias to the measurements, so the performance of the detection test can be precisely evaluated. In a first step, the bias is added only in one sensor, concretely, in sensor 93. In a second experiment, a bias is added to sensor 55, another in sensor 22, and finally, the three biases in the three sensors are added simultaneously. All the biases added to the sensors are around 20% in magnitude. The data sets of these four experiments are reconciled by solving two different NLP, the non-linear least square problem and the robust problem with the Fair function, which corresponds to the hybrid approach explained in section 2.3. The results are shown in Tables 1  and 2 for the two reconciled procedures, where the second and third columns indicate whether one of the two tests studied detected the gross error, while in the last two columns, the variables that most contribute to the bias are shown for each of the statistics considered, i.e., the results of applying equations (9) and (11), respectively.
As can be seen in tables 1 and 2, there are several variables that are responsible for the gross error. In order to decide which are the most contributing variables, the contribution analysis is carried out, and the results for the second example (i.e., bias in sensor 55) are shown in Figures 4 and 5 for the two reconciled procedures, where, in the left-hand part, the contribution for the  2 variables is represented and, in the right-hand part, for the Q statistics, respectively. In both graphics, it is possible to see that the most contributing variable is number 55, i.e., the gross error is well identified. But at the same time, it is possible to conclude that something wrong happens with variable 18, as its value was not modified on purpose, but it appears as a faulty one. The reason may be that, in fact, this instrument presented problems in the real plant, even if it was included in the reference set. Fig. 4 . The contribution analysis for the  2 and Q statistics using the non-linear least square reconciliation. Fig. 5 . The contribution analysis for the  2 and Q statistics using the robust reconciliation method. IFAC ADCHEM 2015 June 7-10, 2015 Now, to know if this procedure is valid with other set of data, a new experiment is carried out where some plants were in different states (running/stopped). Another day is chosen, and data are collected from the real plant on that day at different hours. Each data set is reconciled, and these data sets are now considered as the base case. The four examples with the bias are then processed with this new base case. As the data are so different, the  2 and the Q statistics, calculated with the data reconciled as a non-linear least square problem, detect the four errors. Yet the contribution analysis does not work at all, as the variables responsible for the statistics exceeding their thresholds are variables whose values, in the base case, are zero and, in the examples with bias, the value is different from zero and have a very big value. This occurs because the plant is not working in the same way on all days, and some pipes, units and valves in the plant are working some days and other days are stopped. Now, a greater effort has to be made to pre-process the real data before it can be reconciled and the algorithm to detect the gross errors can be applied Nevertheless, the robust reconciled procedure works so much better in this case, as can be seen in Table 3 . The  2 statistic detects three of the errors, but the variables responsible for the errors are the same as those in the non-linear least square case; variables with value equal to zero in the base case and very different from zero in the error case, or vice versa, which masks the variables with bias. The Q statistic obtains better results, detecting three errors, and the contribution analysis gives the variables responsible for the error, together with variables that, as before, are zero in one data set and different from zero in the second data set. So this procedure to detect gross errors is promising, especially with the robust reconciliation, but some effort have to be made to get a good base case and to pre-process the data before applying this PCA test. 
Robust estimator test
The same data set, with the same simulated faulty instruments, has been used to test the data reconciliation with the Fair function as robust estimator without detection and removal of any variable. It is then compared it with the results obtained with the least square function, equation (17), as cost function. The statistical summary of the test is shown in Table 4 .
As mentioned above, the data reconciliation problem involves 190 total instruments, of which 3 have been given a bias, the ones numbered 22, 55 and 93. Using the LS cost function, the extra error generated by them spreads among the others. In fact, the results of the data reconciliation give 4 instruments deviating between more than 4 and 9 σ from the measurement, 2 deviate between 9 and 14 σ, and one instrument by 24 σ, where σ is the corresponding standard deviation of the measurement. The three faulty instruments are included in this list. Using the Fair estimator with the parameter c=15, the errors are reduced to the three faulty instruments, which deviate by 24 σ. Considering the error with respect to the span, the results are similar, but a false positive appears. The paper has shown the application of two different policies to deal with the gross error problem in data reconciliation in a realistic large-scale problem. The results show that the use of robust estimators improves the performance of the methods, both as a stand-alone estimator or as part of the hybrid policy proposed for the PCA detector. The main problem associated with the PCA method is the need for a sensible reference test, free of gross errors, as well as the presence of false positives. In any case, both approaches are complementary and can contribute to improving the performance of the data reconciliation.
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